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Abstract. This paper presents a method to temporally synchronize
two independently moving cameras with overlapping views. Temporal
variations between image frames (such as moving objects) are powerful
cues for alignment. We ﬁrst generate pulse images by tracking moving
objects and examining the trajectories for changes in speed. We then integrate a rank-based constraint and the pulse-based matching, to derive a
robust approximation of spatio-temporal alignment quality for all pairs
of frames. By folding both spatial and temporal cues into a single alignment framework, ﬁnally, the nonlinear temporal mapping is found using
a graph-based approach that supports partial temporal overlap between
sequences. We verify the robustness and performance of the proposed
approach on several challenging real video sequences. Compared to stateof-the-art techniques, our approach is robust to tracking error and can
handle non-rigid scene alignment in complex dynamic scenes.

1

Introduction

Video synchronization is part of a more general video alignment problem which
occurs in tasks such as human motion recognition, video retrieval, multi-view
surveillance and 3D visualization. Videos must be aligned both spatially and
temporally. Spatial alignment computes the geometrical transformation of 2D or
3D coordinate systems of temporally aligned frames, so that the object of interest
is in correspondence. Temporal alignment computes 1D temporal transformation
by synchronizing frames to achieve good spatial alignment.
Jointly reasoning about temporal and spatial alignment improves the robustness of the system. There are two main challenges. First, explicit 2D or 3D spatial alignment is very diﬃcult to compute for moving cameras on dynamically
changing scene with multiple moving objects. Second, due to non-predictable
frame drops, temporal context constraints (i.e. continuity) can not be applied
everywhere for temporal alignment.
The key insight is the spatio-temporal rhythm of movement of a human body.
Both the geometrical conﬁguration and the speed variations of body parts, are
strong cues for alignment. Furthermore, the body conﬁguration and movement
are often coupled. Our method uses sparse space-time point trajectories as input.
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We introduce a temporal feature, pulse, along each trajectory by examining the
changes in speed. We call this feature pulse as it reﬂects the rhythm of movement, also the peaks and troughs on a pulse image are often associated with
the keyframes of body poses. With the pulse features, our objective is to measure the sequence-to-sequence alignment quality between pairs of frames with a
gross approximation of synchronization (i.e., constant oﬀset model). On the other
hand, following traditional image-to-image alignment techniques, we measure the
spatial conﬁguration alignment between two camera frames using a rank constraint based on epipolar geometry. This implicitly considers 3D transformation
without solving a hard reconstruction problem. Finally we fold both the pulse
based matching and the rank constraint into a single alignment framework, and
compute the globally optimal path that minimizes spatial and temporal misalignments.

2

Related Works

Most video alignment techniques assume stationary or rigidly ﬁxed cameras,
thus a ﬁxed spatial transformation between corresponding frames is guaranteed
and need not be re-estimated at runtime. Commonly exploited geometric constraints include plane-induced homography [1,2], aﬃne transformation [3], binocular epipolar geometry constraint [1,4,5], deﬁcient rank conditions arose from
special projection models [6–8] and so on. Anthony et al. [9] propose to synchronize stationary cameras using inﬂection points, which are found by examining
the trajectories for changes in direction. Once an event has been identiﬁed in
two such videos, a temporal mapping between the sequences can be globally
described by simple parametric models, like constant oﬀset model [2,4,6,7] or
1D aﬃne model [1,5,8]. Nonlinear temporal mapping is used to cope with free
form of time correspondence [3,10]. Assuming simultaneous recording, this kind
of temporal rigidity is preserved even for independently moving cameras [11–14].
If related videos are captured at diﬀerent points in time, previous work [15–18]
assumes approximately coincident camera trajectories, to make sure that corresponding frames are captured from similar viewpoints.
Our scenario is most closely related to the work in [11–14], which focuses
on video alignment for independently moving cameras and non-rigid dynamic
scenes. Tresadern and Reid [11] develop a uniﬁed rank constraint framework for
homography, perspective and aﬃne projection models. Tuytelaars and Gool [12]
assume a scaled orthographic projection model and ﬁnd corresponding frames
use the line-to-line distance of the back-projection 3D lines of matching points.
Lei and Yang [14] use the tri-ocular geometric constraint of point/line features to
build the timeline maps for multiple sequences. These methods assume that the
features are tracked successfully throughout each sequence and matched across
sequences, which are hardly assured in wide baseline conditions. Also they try
to recover a linear synchronization. Dexter et al. [13] propose a time-adaptive
descriptor based on self-similarity matrices to perform nonlinear synchronization.
However, they use static points in the background to estimate a dominant motion
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to compensate modest camera motion, which only works for distant views or
planar scenes.

3

Trajectory Pulse

Let F = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xM } and F  = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } denote two corresponding
feature trajectories from video sequences M and N frames long respectively.
Both sequences have a collection of feature trajectories Γ = (F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F K )
and Γ  = (F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F K ), with K the number of trajectories for both
sequences. Let vi (j) denote the jth frame of video i. Our goal is to ﬁnd a nonlinear temporal mapping p : N → N, where p(n) = m maps v1 (m) in the reference
sequence to v2 (n) in the observed sequence. Considering the situation that the
temporal displacements are not necessarily integer values, instead of a sub-frame
accurate synchronization, we ﬁnd the temporally closest frame.
Given two sets of corresponding trajectories Γ and Γ  , there are two ways of
looking at the spatio-temporal alignment. To represent the time varying structure in the trajectory space, between two corresponding point trajectories F and
F  , a temporal trajectory aﬃnity across views can be used for temporal synchronization. To represent the time varying structure in the shape space, between two
1
2
K
instantaneous 2D point conﬁgurations (x1m , x2m , . . . , xK
m ) and (xn , xn , . . . , xn ),
a spatial shape aﬃnity across views can also be used. Thus a best match should
have both high temporal trajectory aﬃnity and high spatial shape aﬃnity.
We generate pulse images by examining the trajectories for changes in speed,
which reﬂects how fast the instantaneous point velocity changes. The frames
where the speed changes drastically can be seen as the pulse feature for temporal
alignment. Two examples of pulse images for corresponding trajectories are given
in Fig. 1. Each pulse image has been normalized to zero mean. The trajectories
of torso, whose variances are 1.62 and 2.43 respectively, lack distinctive pulse
features so that multiple temporal mappings can align the two trajectories. While
the trajectories of left hand, whose variances are 16.32 and 9.08 respectively,
provide discriminative pulse features to determine a unique solution for temporal
alignment.
The conclusions accord with the general impression. A static object contributes nothing for video alignment. In general, greater temporal variations
a dynamic scene the better chances of exact video synchronization. The pulse
feature with obvious change in speed provides powerful alignment cues. Once
we have generated the pulse images for the corresponding trajectories, for each
feasible pair of frames, the synchronization is grossly determined by the frames
using a constant oﬀset model. Accordingly the pulse-based trajectory aﬃnity At
for frame pair (m, n) is deﬁned as follows,
At (m, n) = exp(−

trjm,n
),
σt2

(1)

where trjm,n is the maximum pulse images diﬀerence for corresponding trajectories, and σt is a positive rate.
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Fig. 1. Two examples of pulse images for corresponding trajectories. The discriminative
pulse features are indicated in black dotted vertical lines.

4

Nonlinear Temporal Alignment

For perspective projection model, given K corresponding points, the unknown
fundamental matrix F can be computed using Mf = 0, where M is a K × 9
observation matrix of constraints deﬁned by the image feature locations, f is
the elements of the fundamental matrix: f = [f1 , . . . , f8 , 1] [11]. Since it is a
homogenous equation, for a solution of f to exist, M must have rank at most
eight. However, due to the noise or the tracking error, the rank of M will almost
always be of full rank. We examine the eﬀective rank, n̂, of the observation
matrix [7]. Let λ1 , . . . , λh denote the singular values of M. The sum of remainh
ing singular values, denoted as dst = k=n̂+1 λk , can be used to measure the
matching of two instantaneous 2D point conﬁgurations. The smallest dst of M
corresponds to the best match of frames. Finally, we transform dst to the shape
aﬃnity As (m, n) as follows,
As (m, n) = exp(−

dstm,n
).
σs2

(2)

where σs is a positive rate. Thus we set the spatio-temporal aﬃnity A(m, n) for
frame pair (m, n) by integrating the shape and trajectory aﬃnity,


trjm,n
dstm,n
+
)
.
(3)
A(m, n) = exp −(
σs2
σt2
where σt and σs control the rate of decay for trajectory and shape weights
respectively. Finally, we transform the A to obtain the cost matrix C in which
low values indicate frames that are likely to have a good match. The entries of
the cost matrix C are given by,
C(m, n) = 1 −
where Amax is the maximum value of A.

A(m, n)
,
Amax

(4)
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The nonlinear temporal mapping p : N → N is referred as a path through
the cost matrix. We use the mapping computing algorithm described in [16] to
ﬁnd the optimal path.

5

Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the proposed alignment algorithm on several channeling real data. We focus on the alignment of sequences captured by independently
moving cameras simultaneously from diﬀerent viewpoints. The corresponding
feature trajectories are the joint points in a human body labelled manually.
When some points are occluded, we interpolate the missing locations between
consecutive frames.
We perform an ablative analysis of our approach, by comparing to the following baselines: (1) using trajectory aﬃnity At alone of Eq. 1, and (2) using
shape aﬃnity As alone of Eq. 2. We additionally compare our approach with
three state-of-the-art synchronization algorithms for independently moving cameras [12,13,16], abbreviated as BPM, MFM and SMM, respectively.
Given the ground truth {p̂(j), j)}j=1...M , we use the average absolute temM
1
poral alignment error ε = M
j=1 |p̂(j) − p(j)| as our basic accuracy metric.
5.1

Non-rigid Scene Alignment

For evaluation with videos captured with independently moving simultaneously,
we ﬁrst use the Fight dataset provided by [19]. Further, we introduce a ﬁrstperson dataset captured by heal-mounted cameras, which consists of three social
interaction scenes. The scenes, Blocks and Exercise mat, capture tetradic interactions between children aged 5–6. For the Basketball scene, the players strategically take advantage of team formation (5v5). Ground truth are obtained by
manual synchronization. We take two clips with temporal overlapping for alignment. Within the observed sequence, we drop several frames randomly at a
maximum rate 5%.
The average temporal alignment errors with respect to the ground truth are
summarized in Table 1. The complete model of our approach outperforms other
methods on the test sequences. The content-based snapping [16] assumes that
two frames are more likely to be “alignable” if they contain a large number of
similar features, and it is unable to accurately synchronize sequences in the wide
baseline viewing condition.
Figure 2 shows the synchronization results for sample frames using the complete model of our approach, BPM, MFM and SMM on diﬀerent scenes. Three
alignment situations are deﬁned according to the alignment accuracies. For a
frame vi (j), its alignment error is deﬁned as εj = |p̂(j) − p(j)|. Thus, the frame
vi (j) is referred as a matched, slightly mismatched or mismatched frame when
εj ≤ 1, εj ≤ 2 and εj ≥ 3, respectively.
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Table 1. Comparisons of alignment error for non-rigid scene alignment.
Fight Blocks Exercise mat Basketball
BPM [12]

12.6

24.7

15.1

22.3

MFM [13]

4.9

14.2

16.8

9.4

SMM [16]

18.7

138.5

106.9

19.1

Our method (shape)

8.1

17.0

30.7

15.3

Our method (trajectory)

2.5

13.6

8.4

3.7

Our method (complete)

1.2

1.6

2.5

0.8

(a) Fight

(b) Blocks

(c) Exercise mat

(d) Basketball

Fig. 2. Synchronization results for sample frames on diﬀerent scenes. From top to
bottom: Sample frames from the reference sequence, corresponding frames from the
observed sequence by the complete model of our method, BPM, MFM and SMM.
The red, yellow and green rectangles around the frames indicate matched, slightly mismatched and mismatched frames, respectively. (Color ﬁgure online)
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Fig. 3. Comparison of alignment error versus localization error on the Blocks scene.
The alignment error bound is ﬁxed at ζ = 1 frame.

5.2

Robustness Analysis

Feature-based methods rely on the point trajectories as input data for alignment.
In a practical situation, the feature trajectory is usually imperfect and contains
noise. A robust alignment algorithm should be tolerate to certain tracking errors.
We evaluate the eﬀect of noisy trajectories on the proposed approach using the
robustness analysis [3,5]. We consider the percentage of estimated corresponding frame pairs below a given bound ζ, which allows us to assess the algorithm
robustness to compute high-accurate timelines (ζ ≤ 1 frame) as well as its behavior in a less challenging situation (e.g., ζ ≤ 2 frames or ζ ≤ 5 frames).
Normally distributed and zero mean noise with various values of variance
is added to the tracked feature trajectories. The original point locations are
labelled manually. Then we can estimate the algorithm by computing the average
temporal alignment error in a variety of settings. Figure 3 shows the impact of
localization error on alignment accuracy for the complete model of our approach,
BPM and MFM on the Blocks scene. As expected, the ability to achieve accurate
alignments diminishes with increased noise levels. Our approach can align almost
80% of the total frames within a ±1 frame oﬀset with respect to the ground truth,
even when the tracker noise variance reaches 6. Due to the sensitivity to tracking
error, previous methods deteriorate at a faster rate as the tracking noise level
increases comparing to ours.

6

Conclusion

We present a general framework for synchronizing dynamic scenes in the presence
of independent camera motion. We demonstrate the feasibility of folding pulsebased trajectory aﬃnity and rank-based shape aﬃnity into a single alignment
framework. Experiments conducted on several challenging video sequences show
that the proposed approach outperforms the synchronization accuracy and the
robustness w.r.t the state-of-the-art techniques.
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